
WORKING WITH OTHERS WEBINAR 5 : TRANSCRIPT 

The material included in this document is intended to provide general information in 

summary form on legal topics. The contents of this document do not constitute legal advice, are not intended to be 

a substitute for legal advice and should not be relied upon as such. You should seek legal advice or other 

professional advice in relation to any particular matters or concern that you or your organisation may have. 

Every effort has been made to ensure the currency and accuracy of the information contained in this document 

however we cannot guarantee the information is current when you access it. Also, this is not a verbatim transcript 

of the webinar but a close summary of the webinar contents.  
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Slide Content:  
Text: Working with other organisations: Part 5: Mergers #2 
Date: recorded February 2017 
Presenter: Liz Morgan (Lawyer and Manager Training at Not-for-profit Law) 
 
Transcript: 
Welcome to this last webinar in a five part series on Working with Others – commissioned by National 
Disability Services (NDS) and presented by Justice Connect.   
 
My name is Liz and I'm a lawyer with Justice Connect’s NFP Law service.  
 
Because it’s important for me to do so I would like to start by paying my respects to the traditional owners of 
the land I'm on today – the Aboriginal people of the Kulin nations -  and to pay my respects to their elders 
past, present and future. 
 
As we’ve done with all these webinars, just a quick overview our two organisations.  
 
Firstly, this webinar has been commissioned by the National Disability Services - Australia's peak body 
representing and supporting non-government disability service organisations.  It’s worth looking at the full 
suite of resources available at their website including a range of resources to support organisations as they 
transition to the new NDIS environment. And you can find them at www.nds.org.au. 
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Text: Funding acknowledgement -  these resources have been made available through the Sector Transition 
Fund with thanks to the Victorian Government.  
 
Transcript:  
We particularly wanted to acknowledge that this webinar is being made possible through the sector transition 
fund, with thanks to the Victorian Government. 
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Slide content 
Image: Screen shot of justice Connect website available at www.justiceconnect.org.au    
 
Transcript:  
In terms of Justice Connect, we’re a community legal service, we’re a not-for-profit, we’re a charity like many 
of you. We’re also the result of a merger, which is our topic today. In 2013, PILCH in Victoria and PILCH in 
NSW, that being the Public Interest Law Clearing House, we merged to become Justice Connect so we have 
some practical considerations of these concerns in our history.   
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Slide Content:  
Image: Screenshot of NFP Law homepage available at www.justiceconnect.org.au/our-programs/not-for-
profit-law 
 
Transcript: 
Most relevant for today is Not-for-profit law, including legal information, legal advice and pro bono referrals for 
not-for-profit organisations that might need legal assistance. I’m going to talk more about our services at the 
end of today’s session, and where you can find more information about our Not-for-profit Law Information 
Hub.  
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Introduction

What we will cover in this webinar series

• Part 1: Overview – legal options for working with others 

• Part 2: Memoranda of Understanding

• Part 3: Contracting / Sub-contracting 

• Part 4: Mergers #1 (including amalgamation)

• Part 5: Mergers #2
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Text: Introduction  
What we will cover in this webinar series 

 Part 1: Overview – legal options for working with others 

 Part 2: Memoranda of Understanding  

 Part 3: Contracting/sub-contracting 

 Part 4: Mergers #1 (including amalgamation) 

 Part 5: Mergers #2 
 
This presentation is legal information, not legal advice.  
 
Transcript:  
Straight into today’s topic, and it is the last in our series of webinars. We are up to part five which is our final 
one on mergers and particularly, looking at the due diligence issues once you’ve decided to merge. We’ve 
talked about due diligence all the way through this series and we’ll describe it detail again today. 
 
Just a reminder that this is legal information, not legal advice and we do recommend you get particular 
tailored legal advice for your organisation. Today is not a substitute for that.  
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Case study: Southern 

Most Support Ltd (SMS)
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Text: Case Study: Southern Most Support Ltd (SMS)  
Image: red light bulb, photo of a man 
 
Transcript: 
So you might recall if you listened to our first webinar that we were considering the case study of Southern 
Most Support Ltd (SMS). 
 
Southern Most Support Ltd is a fictional organisation which provides services for people with intellectual 
disability and mental illness in locations across South Australia. SMS is a company limited by guarantee and 
a charity with DGR status – it has a workforce of over 50 full-time and part-time staff.  
 
It has been approached by Doable – a small incorporated association, with about 15 part-time staff members, 
which offers people with a disability social activities and holiday programmes. Doable has been struggling to 
stay open, with increasingly higher backend costs and compliance costs but its programs are highly regarded 
in the sector and it has a loyal client base.  
 
SMS and Doable are considering a merger. Denzel at SMS has been tasked with researching whether a 
merger is a good idea for SMS. He likes the work of Doable and he has heard they have a good name in the 
sector but he knows there are other issues that they should consider before they agree to merge.   
 
From the last seminar we’ve already found out that an amalgamation is not an option for these two 
organisations, it’s only open to incorporated associations and after reviewing the merger options they have 
deiced to merge by Doable winding up and gifting its assets to SMS and then it will look at the consequential 
transfer of employees to SMS as well.  
 
That’s just the starting decision and in some ways when the real work begins - the process of due diligence 
and we’ll talk about that in today’s webinar. We’ll review this case study at the end to see where we get to.  
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Introduction

In this webinar we will cover

• What is due diligence? 

• What are the key due diligence issues (in the context of a 

merger)

• Typical merger process

• Summary, top tips and further resources
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Text: 
In this webinar we will cover 

 What is due diligence? 

 What are the key due diligence issues (in the context of a merger)  

 Typical merger process 

 Summary, top tips and further resources 
 

Transcript:  
We’re going to talk about due diligence in this webinar. We’ve really talked about it throughout this series and 
it’s a process of research into the other party you are going to work with to make sure they are a suitable 
party.  When we get to merger, we’re really here talking about the highest level of due diligence needed as it’s 
a permanent arrangement. Often one or more parties will take on the debts and liabilities of their merger 
partner, so they need a good idea of what that’s going to look like.  
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Text: What is due diligence (section heading)  
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What is due diligence? 

Due Diligence

• Organisations that are thinking of merging will need to 

participate in due diligence investigations

• A risk management  process

• Process is particularly important for mergers and 

amalgamations – the other organisation’s problems will 

become your problems!

• Issues identified through due diligence can potentially be 

addressed prior to working together or merging
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Text:  
Due diligence  

 Organisations that are thinking of merging will need to participate in due diligence investigations 

 A risk management process 

 Process is particularly important for mergers and amalgamations – the other organisation’s problems 
will become your problems! 

 Issues identified through due diligence can potentially be addressed prior to working together or 
merging 

 
Transcript:  
So just to recap what is due diligence? It’s the term used to describe the process of organisations 
investigating each other by asking for certain information from each other. That information gets examined 
(usually by the lawyers working for each organisation), and any issues or potential problems that might 
jeopardise the proposal to work together, or that might affect a new organisation after a merger happens, are 
identified. 
 
The purpose of due diligence is so each organisation knows what they are getting themselves into - any 
issues or problems which come up that might threaten to cause problems for the merger can be identified and 
dealt with before the merger happens. It’s a risk management process.  
 
Typically, in this time, what happens is each organisation asks for information and documents from the other 
(such as financial information, property information, contracts, employment information). Each organisation 
then reviews the information and documents provided by the other organisation. If either organisation has any 
questions about the information or documents provided, they ask those questions of the other organisation 
and the lawyer involved prepares a due diligence report for its client, setting out any issues or problems it has 
identified during the due diligence process. 
 



Typically, you will want to know the other organisation’s corporate structure, rules or constitution, contracts, 
finances, lists of assets, employment contracts, policies and procedures and property arrangements. They’re 
the kinds of things you are looking for in this process.  
 
Some examples of the problems might include an important contract that is about to expire, or if one 
organisation is intentionally or unintentionally breaching a law (such as an occupational health and safety law) 
which might expose a newly merged organisation to being prosecuted or sued. 
 
You might find an organisation has been underpaying its staff members for the last 6 years so a large 
underpayment debt has accrued – this will become the debt of the merged organisation if the merger 
proceeds so you need to be aware of this.  
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Text: Due diligence – key issues to consider  
 
Transcript: 
So what are these issues you might need to consider?  
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Key legal issues to consider
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1. Governance, culture & 
purposes

2. Contracts

3. Finances and liabilities

4. Tax and charity status

5. People

6. Property

7. Intellectual property 

8. Backend services 

9. Safety

10. Privacy and information
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Text:  

1. Governance, culture and purposes 
2. Contracts 
3. Finance and liabilities 
4. Tax and charity status 
5. People 
6. Property 
7. Intellectual property  
8. Backend services 
9. Safety  
10. Privacy and information 

 
Transcript:  
We’ve set out here a list and it’s not a comprehensive list and it’s not in any order as we’ve set it out here but 
it’s just to flag some of the key issues that you might want to consider. As with all of this information, we have 
further guides on our website that flesh these out a lot more.  
 
Just to work through them as they’re listed, and as I said, they’re not in any order.  
 
Governance is both a legal and practical or cultural issue: When you are thinking about working with another 
organisation, it is important to consider how the organisations will work together, and how the purposes of 
your organisations align. How the people will work together? Is it the right fit? Legal issues include how the 
board will be formed, re-drafting of rules / constitution, thinking about members and how they might move 
over to the new or merged entity. There is a body of work around governance, culture and purposes. We’ll 
pick back up on the issue of purposes when we talk about tax issues later. 
 
Number two is contracts. Most organisations are involved in contracts of some kind, whether they are informal 
or formal, verbal or written down. If you are considering joining with another organisation to form a new 
organisation, it is important to know what contracts your organisation has signed, and what contracts the 
other organisation has signed. This kind of information can be shared during the ‘due diligence’ process. 



You need to consider the effect that working with another organisation, particularly merger in this case, might 
have on the contracts your organisation has signed. There might need to be approvals or you might need to 
look at ending contracts as a result of the merger. So you need to understand the terms of the contracts 
they’ve signed. 
 
Number three finances and liabilities: If your organisation decides it wants merge with another, you need to be 
sure that that both organisations are financially stable, and that they will be able to fulfil the commitments they 
are going to make.  
 
Your organisation should review the other organisation’s financial situation very carefully, thinking about 
where does their funding come from? Are their funding streams secured? Are there any conditions that apply 
to funding? Will these conditions affect plans to work together? What assets do they have? Do they have 
cash on hand? 
 
You should be not only looking at finances but also liabilities. These have the potential to cause problems for 
the new merger. Examples of liabilities include debts, include unpaid employee entitlements generally, 
litigation or claims, and tax bills or unpaid regulatory fees. So having a think about those so you can get a 
clear financial position of your potential merger partner.  
 
Tax and charity status are also an issue. Tax concessions are granted to an organisation if it satisfies the 
requirements for the particular category of tax concession.  
 
Charity status is set out as an assessment of the objects purposes of an organisation, it gives you your charity 
status and your consequential tax status under tax laws. If an organisation changes its purposes or changes 
what it might be doing, its activities or objects, there’s possibly an issue with whether the organisation is 
entitled to those charity and tax statuses. When two organisations merge, that needs to be considered. So 
this is a flag for those organisations to get advice about this. We’ve talked in the last webinar about if you set 
up a new entity and merge or transfer both organisations A and B into organisation C that new entity will have 
to start again in terms of charity and tax status.  
 
When considering working with another organisation its very important to think about the people involved in 
the organisation. What happens to the people involved is one of the most important considerations. There are 
strict laws on how employees are dealt with when organisations amalgamate or merge, which must be 
followed closely. These are quite technical – and again we recommend getting advice from an employment 
lawyer with skills in this area – in the case of a merger it is definitely not as simple of just telling on employee 
they now work for another legal entity, even if their job role is exactly the same. There are particular technical 
requirements in employment legislation that must be complied with and this is an area that needs a lot of 
consideration.  
 
Also consider under this heading your volunteers, members and clients but pay particular attention to the way 
you transfer your employees due to those technical laws.  
 
Six and seven can probably be considered together; property and intellectual property. Property issues are 
particularly important if organisations are merging or amalgamating. If you own, lease or use real estate or 
your potential merging partner does, then you need to carefully think about how this will affect your plans to 
work together.  
 
Intellectual property (IP) is a technical area of the law. We’ve got a Guide to Intellectual Property Law on the 
Information Hub which provides an excellent summary of the different kinds of IP. When organisations merge, 
each bring their own IP to the table possibly in this new organisation you may be developing new IP but there 
could be possibilities of needing to transfer to the new organisation via a deed or some kind of an assignment 
so having a look at those issues as well.  
 
In terms of backend services, just a note a number of practical issues can arise – you may end up with two IT 
systems you don’t need, or computer systems or business operation system so there may be some ending of 
contracts and that goes back to what we said before about understanding the contracts you have so just the 



practical issues of technical issues here, you can’t just put everything on a USB and transfer it over. It raises 
some legal but also some practical and technical issues. 
 
Safety is very important, it’s a big legal issue, and there are strict laws that apply in this area. We have a OHS 
Guide on our Information Hub - it’s a really good document to read - which will give you more detail about 
safety laws. Before you decide to work with another organisation, it is important for you to get an 
understanding of how compliant the other organisation is with safety laws, and – particularly in the case of a 
merger – if your organisation might be exposed to any safety issues the other organisation has. 
 
Due diligence can be useful for investigating how compliant another organisation is - you can ask to see 
policies and procedures, and check if any claims have been made against the organisation related to safety.  
 
Finally, but definitely not in any order of importance because it will be a significant one, privacy and 
information sharing. When two or more organisations decide to amalgamate or merge, then they will 
permanently share information. The act of sharing information between organisations can be covered by 
many laws, depending on the type of information that is shared. We have a Privacy Guide on our website 
which will assist you in working out about your compliance with Australian privacy laws. We’re about to 
release a version of it that will cover all state jurisdictions and that will be in May 2017, so have a look as it 
stands at the moment but have a look back in May when it will cover all jurisdictions, but you will have to 
consider client information particularly personal, sensitive or health information and make sure you are 
treating them in the way our privacy laws require and actual obligations you might have to the safe use of the 
information.  
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Slide Content:  
Text: Typical merger process (section heading)  
 
Transcript:  
So that was an overview of due diligence and it does give you a sense of the breadth of information and that it 
in itself will not be quick process and really again to highlight that issue we just thought we’d consider this 
typical merger process and what it will look like in terms of steps.  
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Merger would involve: 

1 Board / committee meetings and discussions

2 Due diligence

3 Issues identified in due diligence are resolved 

4 Official committee meetings to approve the merger

5 Consent of members to the merger (if required)

6 Negotiation and preparation of merger contract

7 Signing merger contract

8 Winding up, transfers of assets, employees, new rules, etc.
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Slide Content:  
Text:  
Merger would involve:  

1. Board/committee meetings and discussions 
2. Due diligence 
3. Issues identified in due diligence are resolved 
4. Official committee meetings to approve the merger 
5. Consent of members to the merger (if required)  
6. Negotiations and preparation of merger contract  
7. Signing merger contact  
8. Winding up, transfers of assets, employees, new rules, etc 

 
Transcript:  
This is the way we see it set out.  
 
First of all, you’ve got those initial meetings between the board and the committee and even sub-committees 
and the options going forward. Then we have the due diligence process that we just talked about. Then we 
might have a to-and-fro as any issues of due diligence are resolved. Then there will be official meetings, 
board or committee meetings, to approve the merger and sometimes, depending on requirements, the 
consent of members might be needed. Then we have the negotiation and preparation around that merger 
contract remembering that this is a private arrangement between two organisations so that needs to be 
specifically set out. Then there will be the signing of the merger contract and the resultant winding up, transfer 
of assets, transfer of employees, development of the new rules and otherwise -  and again, we shouldn’t say 
that last one like it’s so easy as number eight in itself can be quite a complex process. 
 
So that’s just to set out what a typical merger involves so there’s realistic expectations around that. 
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Text: Summary, top tips and further resources (section heading) 
 
Transcript:  
So we’ve come to the end and we’ll review our case study. 
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Summary

Case study: Southern 

Most Support Ltd (SMS)
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Slide Content:  
Text: Case Study: Southern Most Support Ltd (SMS)  
Image: red light bulb, photo of a man 
 
Transcript: 
As we’ve had a look at, Southern Most Support (SMS) is thinking of merging with Doable. Having reviewed 
the due diligence in this section we can easily see that Denzel has his work cut out for him – and it isn’t going 
to be done in two weeks, or even a month. 
 
If a merger is being considered, we need to do due diligence thoroughly. We need to understand the positon 
of Doable in relation to employees, contracts, leases or other property arrangements, particularly its financial 
position including liabilities as it will take some of these on in the merger process and it wants to be really 
clear which ones it can take on and which ones it may not take on.  
 
So this all needs to be considered before the merger and documented clearly in the merger agreement. And 
the Boards of both SMS and Doable need to make sure they are complying with their fiduciary obligations as 
they make these decisions, particularly around reasonable care skill and diligence and preventing financial 
insolvency.  
 
We’re doing another webinar series on governance so you can find out more about those fiduciary duties and 
decision making from that series.   
 
Denzel in this situation should be recommending to his organisation that legal and accounting advice is 
considered so that SMS can make sure they get this decision right and that they move through the merger 
process with the information they need to make it a success. 
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Top tips: 
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1
Arrangement: think about how NFPs can work together, 

and choose the right legal option

2
Due diligence: think about how extensive your due 

diligence process should be - depending on your 

organisations circumstances

3
Specialist assistance: think about when your NFP should 

get the help of a specialist such as a lawyer, accountant, 

liquidator, change management consultant

Summary
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Text:  
Top tips:  

1. Arrangement: think about how NFPs can work together, and choose the right legal option  
2. Due diligence: think about how extensive your due diligence process should be – depending on your 

organisations circumstances 
3. Specialist assistance: think about when your NFP should get the help of a specialist such as a lawyer, 

accountant, liquidator, change management consultant 
 
Transcript: 
So we just wanted to finish by reiterating the top tips we really started with in the first of this series of working 
with others.  
 
There are a range of options we have reviewed in how NFPs can work together and we’ve tried to talk about 
which ones might be right for which situation, always thinking about which legal option is right in the situation.  
 
In this webinar, and others, we’ve talked about how important due diligence is, least important for the MOU 
and most important for a merger. Think about how extensive this process should be depending on your 
organisation’s circumstances.  
 
We have said this many times but think about when your organisation should get the help of your specialist to 
help them with these processes, earlier is better particularly when you are considering some of these more 
complex arrangements.  
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Slide Content: 
Image: Screenshot of Justice Connect website homepage with Not-for-profit law circled 
 
Transcript:  
And that’s the end of our final in tis webinar series. I did talk about further information you might want to read, 
as these are only 20 minute webinars. If that is the case, please head to our website. You can get to our 
Information Hub through our Justice Connect homepage…(continued next slide)  
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Slide Content:  
Image: screenshot of Not-for-profit law homepage with Information Hub circled 
 
Transcript:  
(continued from previous slide)…and Not-for-profit Law and there is the link to our Information Hub.  
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Slide Content:  
Image: Screenshot of Information Hub homepage 
 
Transcript:  
You can also get to it by going to www.nfplaw.org.au. And here on mergers, I would recommend having a 
look at our Working with Others section but also our Important Agreements section which sets out information 
more generally about contractual arrangements. I also just talked in that section about employment law and 
some of the issues you might have in terms of transferring employees, you’ll find more about that in our 
People Involved section or you can put in “employment” into our key words and search.  
 
Also our OHS Guide that I talked about you can find under our Insurance and Risk section, so have a look 
around our website to find more information about some of the legal topics we covered today.  
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Summary

About Not-for-profit Law (NFP Law)

• Website: www.justiceconnect.org.au/nfplaw

• Phone: 1800 NFP LAW (1800 637 529)

• Our services: 

• The Information Hub: Legal information factsheets on common legal 

issues www.nfplaw.org.au

• Legal training for community groups (online and face to face) 

• Law reform work aimed at reducing unnecessary NFP regulation

• Phone advice to answer quick legal questions**  

• Referral to a pro bono lawyer to assist with complex legal issue**

** These are very limited services, available for eligible organisations only: see www.justiceconnect.org.au/nfpeligibility

 

 

Slide Content:  
Text: About Not-for-profit Law (NFP Law) 

 Website:  www.justiceconnect.org.au/nfplaw  

 Phone:  1800 NFP LAW (1800 637 529) 

 Our services:  

 The Information Hub: Legal information factsheets on common legal issues www.nfplaw.org.au   

 Legal training for community groups (online and face to face)  

 Law reform work aimed at reducing unnecessary NFP regulation 

 Phone advice to answer quick legal questions**   

 Referral to a pro bono lawyer to assist with complex legal issue** 
    ** These are very limited services, available for eligible organisations only: see 
www.justiceconnect.org.au/nfpeligibility  
 
Transcript:  
I’ve put up there some of the information about our organisation and the services we provide. 
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Slide Content:  
Text: Thank you 
 
Transcript:  
That brings us to the end of all five parts of this series on Working with Others. I hope you are able to also join 
our Governance series, a three part series on board members. It has relevance, as I said, to those who might 
be considering merging or otherwise, as the board needs to be overseeing the process and the decision 
making needs to meet the standards set by law so they do complement each other in that way.  
 
Thank you to NDS for engaging us to present this series and we hope you found it of use to you organisation.  
 
Thank you.  
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